PUPPY SALES CONTRACT
This contract made this ______ day of _____________in the year_________ between Amadeus Aussiedoodles and
______________________________________________ in regard to the sale of the following described puppy.
Name: ____________________________________ Sex: _______ Colour:__________________________
Date of Birth:_____________________________ Microchip #:____________________________________
Dam:_____________________________________ Sire:________________________________________
The above named dog is being sold as a pet only for the sum of $_____________. A deposit of $500.00 must be paid
to hold the above puppy and is NON REFUNDABLE.
BREEDER AGREES:
Above puppy has been inspected by a licensed veterinarian and has been found to be in good health.
Above puppy is up to date on her/his vaccinations and has been dewormed.
Above puppy has been microchipped.

BUYER AGREES:
Above puppy must be paid in full prior to or by the time of pickup.
That all future veterinarian bills are the responsibility of the buyer.
To have the above puppy spayed/neutered before the age of 18 months.
The above puppy is being sold as a pet only and is not to be used for breeding.
That they are responsible for feeding quality dog food (please no grocery store brands).
It is their responsibility to provide proper care for and train the above puppy (We highly recommend puppy training classes).
To protect the above puppy from abuse or neglect.
If at any time the buyer regrets purchasing the puppy and wishes to rehome the puppy, the puppy must be returned to
the breeder! If you are returning the puppy within the first 72 hours of pickup, we will give you a 100% refund (minus the
nonrefundable deposit). If you are returning within the first year of pickup, we will give you 20% refund (minus the
nonrefundable deposit). After such time, the puppy shall be returned to the breeder however no refund will be issued.
Thank you for making an Amadeus Aussiedoodle puppy part of your family, we trust that you will love and cherish your new puppy
for years to come!
*Remember, we are here for you! Please do not hesitate to contact us with anything questions, concerns or updates you have in
the future.
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